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Abstract Several studies suggest that both in Greece and Cyprus, environmental violations are being publicly discussed and defined by active citizens members of Environmental Non-Governmental Organisations (ENGOs) who demand the protection of the environment. These actors of civil society demand and often achieve visibility from the central policy making. Given the above, the present text attempts to propose certain points that could contribute towards the establishment of a Critical Green Criminology by taking into consideration bottom-up perspectives of environmental crime. By studying perspectives, representations and demands of environmental NGOs concerning environmental criminality, through the prism of environmentalism as a cultural perspective, the present article constitutes a proposal for a green criminology which will focus on the invisible - from formal social control – environmental violations, as these are defined by active citizens and environmental organisations.
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1. Introduction

Last February six big wild predatory birds and two wild horses were found dead by the Nestos strait in northern Greece which is characterised as an area protected by Natura 2000 network. Ever since, the managing institution of the protected area along with environmental non-governmental organisations (ENGOs) is working with the local authorities hand-in-hand trying to locate the person(s) behind this killings [50]. This is one of many examples of cooperation between ENGOs and authorities in Greece, aiming at environmental (flora and fauna) protection. Nevertheless, environmental degradation is hardly decreasing and despite such efforts environmental crimes and offences are often overlooked [38]. In legal terms environmental crime is defined as illegal acts which directly harm the environment [4]. Such a broad definition gives room to a wide range of interpretation and this is probably why, environmental legislation in countries such as Greece and the Republic of Cyprus is unclear as far as environmental crimes are concerned in the sense that “environmental goods and their violations are not located in specific decrees such as in the case of other goods but in various - mainly civil code decisions - and the European Law” [17 p.272]. At the same time many environmental crimes are not included in the official statistics despite the harmful effects that have on society [38]. Their effects even if they might not be, for various reasons, visible by law, they are noticed by local societies that suffer from them and consequently by environmental organisations.

Given the above, the present chapter attempts to propose certain points that could contribute towards the establishment of a Critical Green Criminology by taking into consideration bottom-up perspectives of environmental crime. By studying perspectives, representations and demands of environmental NGOs concerning environmental criminality, through the prism of environmentalism as a cultural perspective, this article attempts to propose a green criminology which will focus on the invisible - from formal social control – environmental violations, as these are defined by active citizens and environmental organisations.

2. The Environmental Issue

From Malthus’ Essay on the Principle of Population (1798) to the 1972 volume entitled Limits to Growth which was commissioned by the Club of Rome1 there has been an increasing realisation that environmental resources are not endless. Ever since, environmental protection, sustainability,
The participants agreed on “undertaking concrete actions and measures at all levels and to enhancing international cooperation, taking into account the Rio principles. These efforts will also promote the integration of the three components of sustainable development – economic development, social development and environmental protection – as interdependent and mutually reinforcing pillars. Poverty eradication, changing unsustainable patterns of production and consumption and protecting and managing the natural resource base of economic and social development are overarching objectives of and essential requirements for sustainable development”.

The 2010 United Nations Climate Change Conference was held in Cancún Mexico, while a few days ago (20–22 June 2012) the Earth Summit 2012 – Rio +20 was held in Rio de Janeiro. The outcome of the summit was the Rio +20 document in which there is the conclusion that there is a commitment to the 1972 Stockholm Declaration as well as the 1992 Rio declaration on Environment and Development and Agenda 21 [51].

Nevertheless the rates of environmental deterioration are not dropping. Inspite of the above efforts environmental crimes and offences are often overlooked [38]. Specifically in Greece, on which this chapter partly focuses on, environmental criminality has been mainly instigated by sensitive to such issues citizens and organisations (either formally or ad hoc formed) who managed to make the issue visible in institutional level [17]. Several studies suggest that in both Greece and Cyprus, environmental violations are being publicly discussed and defined by active citizens members of Environmental Non-Governmental Organisations (ENGOs) who demand the protection of the environment [2, 6, 7, 20, 39]. These actors of civil society demand and often achieve visibility from the central policy making justifying in this way the claim of Wapner [43 p.153] that “actions taking place in the civil society realm have consequences on the state realm and vice versa”. Consequently, environmental organisations, which are considered as constitutive parts of civil society influence state policies. In this sense, it would be interesting to examine the ways this interaction takes place.

2 Agenda 21 is the action plan of the United Nations concerning sustainable development. It was produced after the Rio Summit and it constitutes one of the first texts focusing on the global character of the environmental degradation and the need for global management of it.

3 The 2005 World Summit was held in New York on 14–16 September 2005. This summit was a follow-up summit meeting to the United Nations' 2000 Millennium Summit, which led to the Millennium Declaration of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). The summit was described as “a once-in-a-generation opportunity to take bold decisions in the areas of development, security, human rights and reform of the United Nations”.

sustainable development, biodiversity and conservation are some of the terms which have been referring to the environment and nowadays are very often encountered in newspapers, magazines, tourist guides, policy reports, academic texts and so on. Environmental organisations, governments, religious organisations, media, and people in private conversations often discuss environmental degradation and the need to put an end to it. This recognition of environmental degradation is expressed in many ways: through support for organisations dedicated to environmental protection, through government policies aimed at decreasing pollution or conserving wildlife, through ‘green’ political parties, through demands for changes in land use [27 p. 27, See also 28].

McCormick [24 p.xi] mentions that environmentalism generated new bodies of law, hatched new political parties, encouraged rethinking of economic and social priorities, and became a central issue in international relations. Thus in 1972 we have the first international conference on environmental issues namely the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment held in Stockholm. The 1992 Rio Summit, which until then was the biggest international conference on environmental issues discussed in brief: global warming, biodiversity, sustainable development, the right to development for the less developed countries and forestry. The emphasis of the Rio Summit was on the global character of environmental problems and the need for a global attempt to face such problems, even though attempts of international cooperation had been made before [44]. In 1997 we have the Earth Summit +5 which took place in New York City. The purpose of the summit was “to review and accelerate the implementation of Agenda 21 and other agreements made in Rio. Although there had been some successes since the Earth Summit 1992, members who met in New York were frustrated with degrading environmental conditions and rising levels of poverty worldwide. Leaders recommitted to the goals of Agenda 21, and it was agreed that considerable work was yet to be done, especially to address the effects of climate change” [46].

The first decade of the 21st century was inaugurated by the 2002 Earth Summit, the World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) which was held in Johannesburg. The meeting was held to discuss sustainable development and built on the declarations of Stockholm and Rio. According to the declaration of this Summit, the participants agreed on advancing and strengthening the interdependent and mutually reinforcing pillars of sustainable development, economic development, social development and environmental protection at the local, national, regional and global levels. It was decided that the rich diversity of the planet would be used for building constructive partnerships for change and for the achievement of the common goal of sustainable development. Finally, it was agreed that in order for the goals of sustainable development to be achieved, more effective, democratic and accountable international and multilateral institutions are needed.

The 2005 World Summit reaffirmed the commitment “to
3. Green Criminology

Over the last twenty years, criminologists have shifted their focus on ‘green crimes’ [8, 9, 17, 21, 22, 36, 38]. In this framework there has been much discussion on environmental crimes and the field of green criminology has been gaining ground as a distinctive field in the discipline of criminology. According to Carabine et al [8 p.28] green criminology should a) focus on the nature and the characteristics of environmental crimes b) suggest ways of confronting it through legislation and political power c) associate it with social inequalities d) focus on the role of environmental social movements in the social changes that are required in order to deal with green crimes. Those are:

a) Illegal or harmful conduct as far as the natural environment is concerned [22 p. 46].

b) Actions that purposely or eventually cause damage to eco- and bio-systems aiming at serving individual or corporate interests [9 p. 26].

According to the United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Institute (UNICRI) as environmental crimes can be considered the illegal dumping of house waste, the circulation and discarding of toxic and nuclear waste, deforestation, environmental contamination, illegal trading of material that decrease the quantity of ozone in the atmosphere, illegal hunting and trading of animal species under the threat of extinction [36 p. 316 – 19]. All the above categories of environmental crimes are not considered stricto sensu as such [38 p. 36]. As very well Tsouramanis [38] describes the emission of carbon dioxide by a private vehicle is harmful only when it is added to that of other vehicles. In this sense, should carbon dioxide emission of one vehicle be considered criminal? The fact that traditionally environmental offences are committed by upper class groups (white collar crimes and particularly business or corporate crimes) and that lower-classes are considered the bearers of such offences is another aspect discussed by green criminologists [31 p. 205] and this is another issue suggesting that environmental criminality is subject to interpretation which in turn, means that green criminology should factor in a variety of criteria namely political, economic, legislative and – as suggested in the following section - cultural.

These aspects should be taken under consideration not only because any sociological study of such issues benefits from a multivariate analysis but also - and most importantly for this case - because many crimes committed by groups in power that have influence in government and legislative mechanisms are being overlooked and thus belong to the so called dark figure of criminality, that is crimes that do not appear in official statistics. This fact creates the false impression that individual crimes are higher in rates than corporate crimes even if the latter are in most cases more harmful than the former.

However, it seems that the dark figure of criminality is hardly dark for committed active civil society environmental groups. All over the world there are thousands of examples of environmental groups that discover and uncover the millions of environmental offences and struggle for their correction. The number of environmental organisations existing world-wide is more than 100,000 [43]. This number includes not only institutionalised environmental groups but also non-institutionalised environmental movements, which are “broad networks of people and organisations, engaged in collective action in the pursuit of environmental benefits” [32 p. 2]. Branches of the environmental movement come into conflict with and challenge political and economic power-holders over issues of ecosystem use [20]. For example the Wise Use Movement in North America, that stresses the neglect of local communities by big environmental organisations [23] and local environmental protests [1-3, 5, 10, 14, 15, 18, 25, 26, 39, 40, 42] many of which articulate environmentalism with issues of ethnic and religious identities [14], democracy [2, 29, 39] and human rights [29, 33].

Given the above, environmentalism can be defined as the promotion of values, attitudes and policies aimed at reaching an accommodation between human needs and the limits of the natural environment [24 p. xv]. Even if it started as a form of scientific criticism it developed into a wider social movement [16] that goes beyond the strict environmental definition of the issues at stake [20]. In this sense, ‘Green’ criminology should, amongst others, take into consideration the role and the influence of environmental movements in combating environmental crime [8 p. 8]. Such a claim proves quite accurate for two reasons: Firstly, because the history of environmentalism demonstrates the important role of environmental movements in environmental protection. Secondly, because in the work at hand, criminology is considered a discipline in the context of which the definition of crime includes not only legal but also social, political and cultural aspects [13]. In this direction, following Salamon et al [34 p. 2], who claim that “the rise of the civil society sector may, in fact, prove to be as significant a development of the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries as the rise of the nation-state was of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries”, as it is able to counterbalance the statist dominance [12], the particular research scheme will take into account perceptions and claims of civil society actors such as ENGOs not only because historically, as mentioned above they have influenced environmental policy but also because their perceptions on what constitutes an environmental violation could prove considerably useful in the formulation of laws that concern environmental protection.

3.1. Green Criminal Policy and Environmental Organisations in Greece and Cyprus

In Greece, environmental legislation is divided in seven topics: air pollution, water-resource management, solid waste management, energy, noise pollution, environmental impact assessment and protected areas [45]. The Law 1650/1986 in particular, forecasts penal as well as administrative sanctions to individuals or companies that
cause environmental deterioration. Nevertheless, the criminalization of violations proves quite tricky due to the vagueness of the definition of environmental crime [38]. According to Kallintzaki [17 p. 272-273] “the characteristic [of the environment] as ‘good’ is fluidity. It does not have a definite character as far as approaches on the definition of legal good are concerned… it is generally perceived as quality of life attached to a great extent of vagueness. In this sense, it could be anything from services to eating habits”.

In the Republic of Cyprus environmental policy is regulated by the Cyprus government’s Ministry of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Environment (MANRE). MANRE is specifically responsible for: (1) carrying out environmental impact assessments, (2) drafting laws on pollution and waste management, (3) creating environmental awareness and training and (4) implementing international conventions and European Union (EU) legislation on the environment. These responsibilities are carried out primarily by the Environment Service of MANRE. Other departments within MANRE that contribute to environmental regulation include the Water Development Department, the Department of Agriculture, the Department of Fisheries and Marine Resources, the Department of Forests, and the Department of Veterinary Service. Many other government departments in Cyprus contribute directly or indirectly to environmental management, including the Ministry of the Interior’s Department of Town Planning and Housing (the planning authority of the government and in charge of imposing environmental conditions during the permit process) and the Ministry of Finance’s Planning Bureau (in charge of allocating resources for infrastructure needed to comply with environmental protection). Nevertheless, despite the sufficient legislation, according to the European Commission Cyprus along with Italy and Malta are amongst the worst at enforcing environmental law [47]. For example despite the importance of the Habitats and Birds Directives for the protection of biodiversity in Cyprus, the extent to which they will regulate the environmental impact of industry on the island is not clear [48].

The gap between environmental legislation and its application is usually being filled by the actions of environmental organisations and campaigns [19, 29, 33]. Especially for Greece and Cyprus there are cases of environmental controversies that led to legal battles [39, 40]. Environmental organisations in both countries are active and well informed on environmental regulations.

There are more than 2,000 recorded environmental protests in Greece [20] and around 250 recorded environmental organisations [6]. Their character varies from local grassroots to national, international and transnational organisations. However, despite their different character all these campaigns and organisations have posed the environment as a social problem [35].

In the Republic of Cyprus there are dozens of environmental campaigns. The Cyprus Federation of Environmental and Ecological Organisations for example consists of 18 members [49] and it is certain that this number constitutes only a part of the total number of the organisations that exist on the island. According to the website of Charalambos Theoepemtiou, the Environment Commissioner of Cyprus and member of the Cyprus Green Party, the number of the Cypriot environmental organisations is 30 [52].

Having mentioned the above, the present work suggests that the study of the effect that this big number - considering the total population in both countries - of environmental organisations have, on policy making and especially on Green criminal policy is necessary in order to help towards the clarification of environmental legislation, using a bottom-up approach that sheds light to the dark figure of environmental criminality4.

4 The methodology adopted in this study will extend from quantitative to qualitative research techniques. As far as quantitative data is concerned, there will be a recording of the active ENGOs in both countries. Then, a selection of these NGOs whose action is concerned mainly with notifying to the public environmental violations will be made. Finally, a collection of press articles as well as collection of data from their own (if they exist) websites concerning the activities of these organisations, will take place in order to be able to determine the extent of their repertoires of action and their actions concerning protests about what they perceive as environmental crimes. The selection of the most active organisations in Greece and Cyprus based on their activities relative to the topic of the study will be the final part of this phase of research. As soon as this phase is completed, quantitative approach will give its place to qualitative research. Following the theoretical background described briefly above, the qualitative part of the research will be focused on interviews which will take into account not only the perceptions concerning environmental crime but also wider perceptions on crime and environment, following the stance that environmentalism can be viewed as a type of cultural perspective, a particular way of understanding the world [28, See also 11]; a part of the way in which people understand the world and their place within it that belongs to the sphere that includes people’s feelings, thoughts, interpretations, knowledge, ideology, values and so on (ibid.: 33).
social context as shaped by inequalities in wealth and power stemming from class relations [13]. Such a study should revolve around social structure and the interactions between people and structures of power in the context of which deviance as a process takes places (ibid). In addition, the contradictions of crime as an inherent part of the whole phenomenon should be studied under the viewpoint of conflict which analyses crime as the product of criminalisation of those in power and hence winners of the social conflicts at the expense of the weak and hence losers. In this sense, critical green criminology should examine the ways in which certain environmental violations are vanished in the eyes of the formal social control while others are not; whose violations are considered as a crime and whose violations are not.
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